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Introduction
Across the Western world, mainstream dance companies are increasingly inviting their
performance audiences and, in some cases, the general public into the rehearsal studio as
spectators of creative and rehearsal processes. This event is referred to as the ‘open
rehearsal’. This paper discusses open rehearsals as a tool to foster deeper, more personal
connections between the rehearsal spectator and dancer. This spectator-dancer connection,
as experienced by rehearsal spectators, is the focus of this paper.
This paper examines two open rehearsal trials: a rehearsal of Cinderella (2013), by
choreographer Alexei Ratmansky and rehearsed with principal dancers of The Australian
Ballet (TAB); and Emergence (2013), by choreographer and Sydney Dance Company Artistic
Director Rafael Bonachela, rehearsed with dancers of Sydney Dance Company (SDC). These
trials form part of a doctoral project by a researcher who, alongside their audience research,
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is also an emerging contemporary dance practitioner. This paper draws on the rehearsal
spectators’ voices to illuminate their experiences of observing professional working
rehearsals in the studio space. Through spectator discussions, the concept of the ‘face’ of the
dancer emerges as an element that can encourage deeper emotional connections to dancers,
and results in blended layers of the dancer’s identity at subsequent performance.
This paper builds on a prior publication that analyses possible spectator engagement during
open rehearsal events. Informed by researcher participant observation, this earlier article
argues that open rehearsals present the possibility of deeper audience relationships with
dancers through variations of site, close proximity, qualities of the dancer, and moments of
liminality.1 This current paper extends the work by presenting the spectator perspective of
different open rehearsal events to the ones examined in the earlier article, and this provides
evidence to support some of the earlier claims relating to qualities of the dancer that are
revealed by rehearsal. This evidence of deeper, more personal connections to dancers
presents possibilities of lasting, loyal audiences that support company resilience.
Rehearsal spectating
This topic is positioned at the intersection between dance reception, engagement tools, and
dance rehearsal studies. Reception literature asserts that dance audiences are active
contributors to performance events through physical, emotional, and cognitive responses.2
Investigation into engagement tools to enhance audience experience is comparatively
limited. The empirical research that is available on this topic focuses on talk-based tools, and
argues the importance of reflection after the arts event.3 Rehearsal studies in dance
document the studio process, and the use of text and video assists in this documentation.
Dance rehearsal studies also examine the relationships between choreographer and dancers
in the construction of dance work. A dedicated chapter in Randy Martin’s Performance as
Political Act4 is a significant written contribution in this area, as it describes the creative
process of a modern dance choreographer, from the first rehearsal through to performance.
A significant video contribution is 15 Days of Dance: The Making of “Ghost Light”, a
documentary series which captures the entire creative process of Ghost Light, by American
ballet choreographer Brian Reeder.5 Much work has been done in dance rehearsal studies,
however, only a limited number of publications address how spectators might engage in these
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spaces. Considering the scope of this paper, only research that addresses rehearsal spectators
is discussed below.
Dance researchers Sarah Whatley,6 Sita Popat,7 and ethnographer Hugo Letiche8 offer
suggestions regarding the insights and experiences that rehearsals might offer spectators.9
Whatley considers spectator-dancer relationships in regard to a specific online repository of
rehearsal videos, Siobhan Davies RePlay.10 These videos include the “broader activities and
operations of the rehearsal”, including dancers warming up, ‘marking’ movement, resting,
and observing: the “mystery” of how dance work is made, and even the social aspects of the
rehearsal environment, are revealed.11
Whatley suggests that the repetitive nature of rehearsals opens up the dancer’s “thinking”
process to the viewer.12 Furthermore, she proposes that close proximity of the camera to the
dancers provides an intimacy that can enable a “more somatic engagement with the
dancer”.13 Whatley asserts that the rehearsal videos subsequently enrich and augment
viewer-turned-audience experience of live dance performances.14
The experience of being a rehearsal spectator in the studio space (as opposed to an online
viewer) is addressed by Popat. While researching spectator co-creation through the internet,
Popat reports a distinction between being ‘with’ dancers in live settings, and being ‘with’
dancers in virtual settings:
Even in synchronous communications where they may see each other, speak
to each other and dance with each other, the sense of being “with” online is
profoundly different to being “with” in the studio. “With” in the studio allows
a dancer to control his or her location in space and proximity to the other
dancer. It permits the physical sensing of body heat and odours, of skin and
surface resistance, of the visceral presence of the other.15
As a rehearsal spectator positioned in the studio space of Nederlands Dans Theater, Letiche
reports that his “experience of Otherness”, as a spectator, varied significantly between the
studio and theatre spaces: “[o]bserving dance-being-created was very different from sitting
(during a performance) in the audience”.16 Letiche describes this distinction between
rehearsal and performance as the “there and then” performance mode as opposed to the
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“here and now” impact and intimacy of rehearsal.17 Letiche’s finding forms a critical
assumption within this current study: that rehearsals offer a different experience of the
dancer compared to the experience of performances within the traditional presentation
paradigm.18
While limited, the literature in this area offers valuable perspectives that can provide
direction for further research. It states that the experience of spectating rehearsals can feel
significantly different to performance, that an online engagement can also present different
experiences of being ‘with’ than in the studio, and suggests that rehearsal experiences might
impact subsequent reception at performance.
Of particular significance to this paper, much of the literature, especially that relating to
rehearsal spectators, is informed by the researcher’s (often dance expert) perspective: the
voices of diverse rehearsal spectator groups are often missing. In a field which acknowledges
that each individual’s unique combination of knowledge, disciplinary training, and taste
significantly influences their reception,19 empirical spectator research is an important
contribution to the literature.
Methods
In 2013, select Sydney Dance Company (SDC) and The Australian Ballet (TAB) studio working
rehearsals were opened to two non-expert spectator groups during early phases of the
creative process, where movement sequences were created and/or introduced to the dancers
for the first time.20 The open rehearsal trials were the first time that these spectators had
entered a professional dance studio space. The spectator groups were formed using a call out
process through the companies’ marketing channels. Interested individuals completed a
screening questionnaire to determine eligibility as a non-expert, and the final groups (of 12
and 8 participants) were constructed to reflect the age and gender distribution of all eligible
respondents. For example, SDC’s eligible respondents (111 in total) consisted of 31.5% men
and 68.5% women; therefore, the final SDC spectator participant group consisted of 4 men
(33%) and 8 women (66%) to be consistent with total eligible respondents. This same process
was also applied to age.
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The qualitative data discussed in this paper was offered by the spectators through postrehearsal and post-performance discussions. During these discussions, the spectators were
prompted to talk about what they thought and felt during the open rehearsals and
subsequent performances. These discussions have been analysed using a grounded approach,
where ideas relating to spectator-dancer connection have emerged.
‘Face’ of the dancer
The terminology and concept of the dancer’s ‘face’ emerged in the very first spectator
discussion: “they [the dancers] didn’t have their, kind of, show face on” (SDC Spectator 5).
This terminology was then adopted by other spectators, and became part of the group’s
vernacular.
While the spectators had previously experienced performer qualities at performances –
technical virtuosity, character portrayal, and believable emotion 21 – the open rehearsals
introduced a different ‘face’:
I think in the rehearsal they seemed like people [. . .] they were much
more anonymous in the, I felt, in the performance whereas in the
rehearsal you could see who they were and that they were people and
individuals [. . .] (SDC Spectator 7).
This paper unpacks three elements of this ‘face’. First, the ‘face’ of the dancer is described in
regard to emotion, personality, and physicality. Second, the spectators’ emotional
connections to the dancer’s ‘face’ is discussed. Third, the spectator experience of the
subsequent performances is discussed, highlighting the impact of the rehearsal experience
on the way performer qualities were viewed.
The spectators observed that the dancer’s rehearsal ‘face’ was distinctly different to the
performer qualities they were familiar with. The ‘face’ of the dancer was “very normal” (SDC
Spectator 1), and this was surprising for some spectators:
I think when you watch ballet performances, because they get so into their
characters, you forget that, you know, the people playing the part have their
own personalities as well. [. . .] Because when they are on stage they have the
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beautiful lines and everything looks flawless and they just, I don’t know, you
just don’t think of them as a normal person. (TAB Spectator 8)
Furthermore, the spectators stated that they saw the dancers experience “actual emotions”,
such as embarrassed laughter when they “stuffed something up” or intense concentration
when they were “really getting into it” (SDC Spectator 5). Where, before the open rehearsals,
the spectators knew the dancers through the performer qualities they observed on stage, the
open rehearsals introduced “real” personalities and emotions: a ‘humanness’ emerged. The
authenticity of the working rehearsal event opened up the possibility for the conceptual ‘face’
of the dancer to be revealed: a “very normal” human, with “actual emotions.”
The spectators also spoke specifically about developing understandings of the dancers as
individuals: “I think you got to know them. [. . .] In the rehearsal you feel like you've got a little
bit of what their story is” (SDC Spectator 4). The individual personalities of the partners in
TAB’s rehearsal was described by one spectator:
One of the couples, they were just really cheeky. They were having
such a fun time and [were] very playful. Madeline [Eastoe] and Kevin
[Jackson], yeah. And then there was one couple that was very serious,
quite studious. They each had their own personalities and I think they
were matched up pretty well that way, apart from physicality. Like
Spectator 8 said, they nearly all had the human quirks and some of
them fooled around and having slips and falls and things like that. It
was very natural. (TAB Spectator 2)
These, and other, elements of the ‘face’ of the dancer do not appear on stage when all of the
dancers must perform the same characters believably.
The close proximity to the dancers in rehearsals presented opportunities for the spectators
to see physical details of the dancers’ bodies and facial expressions that are hidden in the
theatre by distance. In one instance, some spectators were surprised that up close, and
without matching make-up, hair and costumes, ballerinas do not look identical. Others
particularly enjoyed the close proximity because of their ability to observe small movement
details:
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So for example, Charmene [Yap], one of the dancers that I’ve seen in a number
of things, and she’s an incredible dancer, just to be able to see her close up,
see the process she’s going through and see how her limbs move and see that
intimate detail of all the body movements. It’s just an amazing experience that
you don’t get very often. (SDC Spectator 7)
Even though there was no direct interaction between this spectator and the dancer, seeing
the finer details of Yap’s body, and observing the way that she participated in the rehearsal
process was considered a valuable experience. In another instance, a spectator even likened
Principal Dancer Madeline Eastoe to herself as she “sized” the dancer up during the rehearsal
(TAB Spectator 8). The ‘face’ of the dancer, as discovered by the rehearsal spectators,
included perceptions of the dancers’ emotions, personalities, and physicality (alike to their
own) that are hidden by performer qualities and distance in the theatre.
The spectators discussed emotional connections to the dancers in the form of positive affect
toward the ‘human face’ of the dancer, empathising with this ‘face’, and expressing further
interest in the dancers:
Something that I really liked from there [the rehearsal] was how they [the
dancers] show their appreciation for each other and also, sitting on the end [of
the row of seats], you can kind of hear them chatting amongst themselves a
bit and hear the nice comments they have. [. . .] it raised the enjoyment for me
as well, to see how much they enjoy working with each other. (SDC Spectator
2)
This spectator formed positive feelings for the dancers in response to the ‘human’
interactions that they had witnessed during the rehearsals.
Some spectators spoke about empathetic connections to the dancers, in that they
experienced emotions on behalf of dancers. This element of the spectator experience
emerged when they discussed parts of the rehearsals that they perceived to be negative
experiences for the dancers. One example was when a dancer was removed from a particular
section of choreography; some spectators “felt uncomfortable having watched that and
sympathetic for him” (SDC Spectator 5). In other instances, the spectators commented: “I
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couldn’t help feeling how I would feel if that were me” (TAB Spectator 3), and “I actually did
start to get a bit worried for them” (SDC Spectator 10). In these examples, the spectators
perceived and felt negative experiences on the dancers’ behalf, thus making an empathetic
connection with them.
The rehearsal, as experienced by these spectators, developed beyond conceptual
engagement and into genuine emotional connections, not with the performer qualities that
were being developed, but with the dancers as ‘humans’. An empathetic involvement became
part of some spectators’ rehearsal experience.
Furthermore, this interest in the dancers extended beyond the rehearsal as the spectators
discussed an interest in learning more about their ‘humanness’:
You feel like you kind of want to get to know something about them as people.
[. . .] this opens up a whole new avenue of interest in them. (SDC Spectator 10)
The introduction to the ‘human face’ of the dancer arose as a significant element of positive
interest in the open rehearsals. This interest developed into empathetic relationships, and
left the spectators wanting to discover more.
Experiencing the ‘face’ of the dancer in rehearsal influenced the way in which the spectators
experienced performer qualities as audience members at subsequent performances. In the
post-performance discussions, the project audiences spoke about remembering elements of
the dancer’s ‘face’ while seeing their performer qualities on stage. They saw both the ‘face’
of the dancer (‘human’), and the ‘face’ of the performer qualities (character or embodied
emotion).
Theatre audience researcher Bruce McConachie refers to this phenomenon – an audience’s
shifting and mixing of states – as “blending”, and posits that when the audience is engaged
with both the actor and character, they “live in the blend”.22 The project audiences
experienced multiple ‘faces’ at performance, where the ‘face’ of the dancer was blending with
the performer qualities on stage. One rehearsal spectator explained:
I think you felt more of a connection. You know, you remember that that
person was making a joke or that one smiled a lot or whatever. So yeah, I think
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it did give you a different kind of connection or, kind of, intimacy with the
performers. (TAB Spectator 6)
I felt that it [rehearsal] changed what I was viewing tonight. [. . .] seeing their
personalities had carried over a little bit as well. (SDC Spectator 5)
Even though the dancers presented performer qualities on stage, the rehearsal spectatorturned-audiences’ experience of their performance was affected by ‘meeting’ the ‘face’ of
the dancer during the rehearsals. The performer qualities that the spectators saw on stage
were filtered, and changed, by their memories of the dancers they came to know in rehearsal.
Furthermore, one project audience member stated that the dancer’s voice formed part of the
blend they experienced during performance: “For some of them I could still hear their voices
while they were dancing. So when the spotlight was on them I was hearing what they were
saying” in the rehearsal (SDC Spectator 5). This intriguing comment illustrates how the echo
of the dancer’s voice added new layers to the performer qualities that they experienced in
the theatre. Prior to the open rehearsals, the spectators had little, if any, knowledge of the
qualities of the dancers – their ‘human face’ – and, therefore, the open rehearsal opened up
the possibility of blending at the subsequent performances.
Conclusion
While this study is a nascent investigation into dance rehearsal spectatorship, the spectator
discussions have illuminated significant elements of their rehearsal experience that impact
on their connection to dancers and their reception of performance. The open rehearsals
revealed elements of the dancers that were previously unknown to the study’s non-expert
spectators. Through the rehearsal ‘meeting’, new understandings of the ‘human face’ of the
dancer developed, and, subsequently, these understandings framed the way in which the
project audiences viewed the performer qualities on stage. For many, this resulted in a blend
of ‘human’ and performer qualities: a new, more personal, connection to the
dancer/performer. For many spectators who participated in this study, this contributed to a
more fulfilling performance experience. This is best explained by one spectator:
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I think I appreciated tonight’s performance more having seen those people in
the rehearsal because I could recognise them. Because I could identify with
them, it seemed more personal. (SDC Spectator 1)
Deeper, more personal audience connections to dancers and more fulfilling performance
experiences present possibilities for greater audience loyalty. The open rehearsal is a practice
that holds significant potential for supporting this audience connection, and might contribute
as one strategy towards company resilience.
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